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INTRODUCTION

www.wordmeaning.org is an open and collaborative dictionary project that, apart from being able to consult meanings of
words, also offers its users the possibility of including new words or nuancing the meaning of existing words in it. As is
understandable, this project would be impossible to carry out without the esteemed collaboration of the people who
follow us around the world. This e-Book, therefore, was born with the intention of paying a small tribute to all our
collaborators.
GUZMAN EMILIO V. has contributed to the dictionary with 60 meanings that we have approved and collected in this
small book. We hope that the reader is very valuable and if you find it useful or want to be part of the project, do not
hesitate to visit our website, we will be delighted to receive you. 
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abarcante
ABARCATE : Encompassing is the action that is ABARCATE and specifies the action to cover with the term "TE" as 2a .
 "accusatory" person who is encompassing "TE" covering a lot in the function of the product or the person in its multiple
functions Some synonyms, words or similar expressions may be down, encompassing and encompassing

acemil
acemil is incorrectly written, and should be written as "SENILE" being its meaning:<br>To = explains the intention of
what manifests or status of a person, SENILE = that is developing or suffering from dementia, elderly disease

acrecencia en enfermeria
GROWTH: Word of varied use in health (nursing), plants, riquezasAcrecencia, right to grow, to grow; action to increase
or increase in assets, retoño that it grows from the roots

apego a la legalidad
Adherence to Legality : ; Attachment ; which conforms , Legality ; to the legalThat complies with the legal terms . - Some
synonyms , words or similar expressions may be legality // attached

apocalypto
APOCALYPTO: APO, prep. insep.  means away from; against, was deKALIPTO, ensure; ocultarTiene relationship with
the "Apocalypse"

arlequinescos
ARLEQUINESCOS: Group wearing costume pictures of colors, mask.  Old comedian in Italian comedies (clown). -

asestado
Dealt: by coup, impact, pedrada, I shot

bohios
Huts: f group of chasubles rustic or group of Cabanasconstruidas with reeds, branches, straw and maderasConsta of a
single opening that is used as a gateway

boliqueso venezuela
Biliqueso venezuela: compound word discriminating form of assaulting a Venezuelan (pen) bolivia and (cheese) refers
to rotten or broken milk

canicie
Rods is an acute manifestation of general malfunction of the body ( malnutrition ) many times is not aging. If a poisoned
hair " sick " you have to see much the thyroid gland. Often expensive to retrieve black hair

cerviz enjuta
Gaunt cervix: person with cervical anguloCerviz: cervical (adj.  ) Lean: any of the angles of a square



chapa la pachala
The chapala veneer: it is a game that takes place between two or more people that they pull the top two coins equal s
and to fall to the ground are both with the "face" up that shot them win all; otherwise it loses all bets and leaves pull and
if it is face and cross or loses or wins and continues pulling

comcuñada
CONCUDA / O : is the correct way to write It is the wife or husband of the BROTHER/A ;  if the brother of one of the
spouse is the brother-in-law his partner is the CONCUED /A

cuanclito
CUANCLITO : Word composed by CUAN is augmentative as "the more" it goes up and CLITO of the gr .  klitos and
refers to the increase in inclination

cumbión
Cumbion = means a cute cumbia.  Word made up of two actions, CUMBI = dance or dance. on = is the violent
movement, which can be done by push or pull

decocido
DECOCIDO : DE is as a prefix of the compound words "cooked" is the container or pot in which the treatment is
performed for DECOCIDO

desgloce
Desgloce: is incorrectly written breakdown: is broken, quiitar or disassemble part of something eg, remove right pages of
a bound; separate parts of something; remove record sheets

deshogar
HOGAR : It is a word composed of prefix "DES"In this case as negative , out of order place DESTROY or UNDO ; like
the OGAR place of heating or the house

devenir histórico
HISTORICAL evolution: Evolution, events events improvist one after the other which transform things and worthy of
mention, causes attributed significance to history

ecoladrillo
ECOLADRILLO - composite word ECO the sound that bricks produce in between when handling or stacking them is the
ECOLADRILLO

ecorregión
Ecoregion Word compuestaRepeticion of sound in the given space

encefalomalasia secular frontal izquierda
SECULAR RIGHT FRONT LEFT ENCEFALOMALASIA : compound word ENCEFALO - brain ; MALASIA – place of AsiaDiagnosed by a set of symptoms in the brain FRONT bone of the LEFT side in which we have the left hand SECULAR that does not happen frequently we will say every century or very rare

error de linotipia



LINOTIPIA ERROR : ERROR ; mistakeDE ; indicates the cause of the ERRORLINOTIPIA : inline printing or typography
( printing error )

feminazi
Feminazi: compound word, FEMI / NAZI; with the purpose of qualified woman who has criminal acts like murder to
abort, mistreatment of the projimoFemi: LAT.   (woman, female) Nazi: concerning the nationalsozialisch

fraco germano
FRANCO GERMANO : It is a deal with ancient peoples of Germania , which was known as franco - german agreement
in that it is about coins and trade and vocal terms that today is common as warehouse , vagon and other analogous to
trade

hipersexualización
HYPERSEXUALIZATION Is a word composed of the prefix HIPER says : superior or exeso in action - SEXUAL
HYPERSEXUALIZATION : that the result was "excessive sexuality" exceeds

hombre
MAN: It is said to the human being including the offspring, male and female, the only being in his species and that the
name of man was given to him by GOD, the supreme being who also gave a name to all things that he created, Genesis
1 ver.  26 And I also create the surnames (for another time) 

hongo enchilado
FUNO ENCHILADO : Parasitic plant mushroom ( thaphite ) that lives from organic matter in decomposition.
ENCHILADO : that inhabits IN or within CHILE own of the place

horno salamandra
HORNO SALAMANDRA : High temperature resistant " cast iron" oven that runs on firewood or carbon mineral is used in
cottages meets the function of home, heater is economical and even clean since upstairs has a pipe with smoke outlet
outside and at the bottom ingress wood grill (door) to remove the ash

idiota! descerebrado!
IDIOT BRAINLESS!   : Temino that was always used to attack, used by marginal people lacking education, common
term in the masses or jaurias ; psychiatric people . -It is also a degree of VIOLENCE and it does so in verbal form Now
the meaning is different; the idiot is a disorder of the mind or alteration of the mind and brainless ; it's that it lacks a
brain, "" doesn't have "". -

impulcrar
IMPULCRAR : IM / IN are prefixes 'negative or proprietary' for Latin useSubject to changes in writing forms or pronounce
as in Spanish IM before 'p' or 'b' e.g. INCOMUNICARR deprive depriving communication, IMPULCRAR deprive dirty
ingnching the neatTry to harm, damage, dirty clean or correct person in speech or damage jobs of fine details done with
careful "pulsing"

insuceso
INSUCESO: Makes use of prefix IN equivalent to ENAfirmando INSUCESO (event) fact oh case that lingers in the
tiempoSolo is to explain what happened



interrucción voluntaria del embarazo
Voluntary Pregnancy Interruction : : is abortion which is abortion ? ? Is the criminal intent or action of EXPULSION OF
THE FETO would be classified as a DOLOSO DELITO and where is the pain ? In that with bad intentions the name is
changed from ABORTO to Pregnancy Interruction

machirulo
MACHIRULO: (Slang) young woman with problems of VIRILITY; boy inocentonMachi: healer, healer Chirulo: fool

machista
MACHISTA : Machista that manufactures provides or has all the measures and models of male Machista person who
raises sells and changes animals of the male genre such as jilgueros, canaries, cardinal, foxes these for their malodias
or reproduction; cattle breeders like the ones who raise goatsThe term refers to or applies to animals or thingsLeer
Genesis 1 versicle 27 . -

microbiótico
MICROBIOTICO : word composed of the prefix MICRO , which is small and BIOTIC : it is typical of life the main vital
MICROBIOTIC . . . small living organisms . -

minicalcetín
MinicalcetinMini's smallCalcetin's average that reaches the ankle and was always known as a soquete or soquete in
Argentina that by custom of wearing the ladies with sandals to show off the legsHoy vulgar or common use

miniexperimento
MINIEXPERIMENTO : is a word composed of MINI indicating small EXPERIMENT ; in which he undertakes a
MINIEXPERIMENTO in which he refers to a small experience, as an electronics technician does by reducing the
dimensions of the original

monotributista
MONOTRIBUTISTA : is the category of the vassal in which it contributes its taxes with MONOsilabo that indicates a
single tax on the tax and if we read it as a prefix is MONOTRIBUTISTA

montoneros
Montoneros: Guy of the ' montonera ' which causes fights when it is with your group (supporters) that belongs to a
platoon

neopopulismo
NEO = new, POPULISM = 40 people; what we call " new " way of organizing the mass ) in protests or complaints

normatividad
REGULATION : Composite word Standard : set of rules or rules that facilitates an action or ACTIVITY

parainfluenza
Parainfluenza : To indicate TO treat a health problem, in this case PARAINFLUEZA .  He says it's for the 'flu'



ponerse las pilas
It is slang from the underworld, term TUMBERO which used people from areas marginal and has many expressions one
of these is that should be decided at a good time.

posvacacional
POSVACATIONAL : palab .  Comp.  .  . Pos ; thenPOSVACATIONAL ; after the holidays or cessation of a business or
activity

purificaciones limpiezas
Purifications (cleanings): time that ceremony, takes place with the purpose of release of impurities (cleaning) action to
clean, sanctify, consecrate, wash.  .  ect.

que se expresa cuando se dice van tomar consolación, si no es la tortolica que está viuda y con
Consolation: Consolation; having a debt publishes permanent product of a debt. Ensure to improve Alliance, friendship
with who has the right to cancel the debt which was "perpetual '"

refortificación
REFORTIFICATION : It is a word composed poel term RE that affirms reiterates REFORTIFICATION is that it repeats or
adds to increase the strength of a material work or morality the vigour of someone when you tell them you can or
REPEAT A MEDICAL

reperfilar
REPERFILAR : word compuestaRE , which repeats , reweight , reprogram , REPERFILAR that we repeat the PROFILE
of something or review e.g. A line REmarcaREPERFILAR : word used by minister of economics of Argentina said : that i
would present proye TO REPROFILE DEUDA WITH THE IMF; reschedule debt for not being able to comply with the
bindings in a timely manner

rey mago
Wizard King: The **King** wizard does not exist or existed, it is a fallacy; why being King is a title of someone who rules
a kingdom, a sovereign of a territoryFallacy created by lodges based ah the Magi that relates the book of St. Matthew
chapter 2 verse 7; in what the king called ah magi (soothsayers, sorcerers) and these enchanters worshipped Jesus

semasiográfica
Semasiografica: from the Greek semasia, study of Scripture that are made by mediio of figures-

significado de satanizados
meaning of satanizados is incorrectly written and it should be written as "Satan" being its meaning:<br>Group of people
gathered him worship Satan as those who practice magic is a science prohibited by God, at Carnival comparsas who
worship to Baal " 34 demon; the devil

sobolo
It is Word compuestaSoboAccion of 'rub' knead; determines gender neutral Art.   SingularSe used as a suffix:
swallowing him; sobaLO.   .   .

sorete



SORETE : correctly written COMPACT excrement of animals and humansIn the Rio de la Plata is a mojon that marks
the limits and is known as SORETE Some synonyms, words or similar expressions can be sorete s 40 , shit 41 , 

sororidad
Sisterhood: Very large breasts (breasts). -

supranacionalismo
SUPRANACIONALISM : SUPRA , is prefix of compound word, says that this over or beyond the supranationalism cause
as the doctrine and attachment to the future of this nation. -

te cagas
Do you cagas: person decreased, you achicas?

tranquilo sano
QUIET HEALTHY : This answering a possible question ; saying, that this QUIET HEALTHY that can be of health and is
CALM: it has tranquility or peace; and SANO is that it tine health or can refer to a person of good intentions (healthy)
Also who has the authority ; is giving or remembering an order : That this QUIET want it HEALTHY ; no damage

único en su especie
Unique: adj.  That is only unique in its kind, the same or "similar" made no exclusive fig.  Rare, unique, extraordinary

vipado
Bipado: Having two feet; animal cuadrupedos that can move two members from each side or angle U t c Sust ADR.


